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ALCANADRE CLUB 30
Designed for canyoning, the ALCANADRE CLUB 30 is an easy-to-use pack for groups. The padded shoulder straps offer
great comfort during the approach. The large opening makes it easy to stow and remove the rope. The multiple drain
holes optimize water evacuation. It is equipped with three colored-coded loops for attaching the rope ends and rescue
equipment. The buckles on each shoulder strap quickly release the pack in an emergency situation. Its construction and
reinforced upper handle make it very durable.

   

Cordlock makes it easy to close
the pack.

Multi-position webbing allows
the pack to be transported
efficiently in any situation.

Drain holes in sides and bottom
evacuate water efficiently.

Three color-coded loops inside
the pack for attaching the rope
ends and rescue equipment.

 

Universe Sport 

Type Verticality 

Category Packs and accessories 

Subcategory Canyoning packs 
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Short Description Easy-to-use canyoning pack

Selling Points • Easy-to-use pack designed for canyoning groups:
- padded shoulder straps offer great comfort during the approach
- adjustable chest strap makes it more stable to carry
- large opening makes it easy to stow and remove the rope. Can be used with a YARA CLUB 15 rope bag
- cordlock makes it easy to close the pack
- multi-position webbing allows the pack to be transported efficiently in any situation
- drain holes in sides and bottom evacuate water efficiently
- three color-coded loops inside the pack for attaching the rope ends and rescue equipment
- buckles on each shoulder strap quickly release the pack in an emergency situation.
- molded upper handle makes makes the pack easy to carry
- marking area on the outside for easy identification of the pack
• Excellent durability, for intensive use:
- TPU material and welded bottom offer great abrasion resistance
- ultra-rugged cordlock
- reinforced upper handle with protective sheath

Specification • Weight: 885g
• Material(s): TPU (PVC-free) material, reinforced TPU (PVC-free) bottom, polyester webbing, closed-cell foam padding
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Specifications by reference

Reference(s) S064AA00
Volume 30 liters
Color(s) green/black
Made in KH
Guarantee 3 years
Inner pack count 1
Case quantity 10
EAN 3342540834873
 

Accessory(ies) YARA CLUB 15

Related product(s) CANYON CLUB
DUAL CANYON CLUB


